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I am glad the play at the end of November was a hit! All the kids of Unicorn class had tons of fun 

practicing and creating their parts throughout the whole process. Everyone performed well and I 

am very happy with the results of everyone’s effort.  

I will be taking the month of December off to go back to Canada and see my family. I hope that the 

parents of Unicorn class will be happy with Teacher Sam. He is a  highly recommended friend who 

has been teaching in Taichung for a while now.   

 

Song and dance 

There will be lots of Christmas songs for the month of December. We’ve been listening to “Must 

Be Santa” for the last week of November. Following the first week of December we will be 

listening to a classic from The Lion King called “The Lion Sleeps Tonight” 

Week 1: Must Be Santa 

Week 2: Lion Sleeps Tonight 

Week 3: Lion Sleeps Tonight 

Week 4: Lion Sleeps Tonight 

 

Core Materials and Phonics class 

In Phonics class this month Teacher Sam will be teaching the kids of Unicorn class about letter 

blends at the beginning and end of words and will start at the beginning and continue all the way 

to the end of the month. In our core material books we will be focusing on time and we will be 

reading a short story about “Nate the Snake”. The last week of December we will be reading a 

different story in our Literature Anthology book about a boy being on time for school. 

 

Writing and Spelling 

Again in our writing books we will be focusing on Time and Tenses again, looking at a set of 

pictures in our writing books and writing or matching the pictures in the sentences. In our spelling 



books we are still matching the correct affirmative and Negative verbs with the correct pronoun. 

At the end of the month we will be starting our Unit about things we like and don’t like! 

 

Reading 

Our reading list for December is full of fun imaginative books for the class to read! I will also be 

selecting books this month for our reading contest in January. 

Week 1: Who do I look like? 

Week 2: Sir Mike 

Week 3: So Many Me’s 

Week 4: Too Many Balloons! 

 

Math 

We will be completing the 4th book in the E series this month refreshing some older concepts 

while building on new ones to solidify the foundation of their math skills when it comes to adding, 

length, height and counting by groups. We will also start to talk a bit about how addresses work 

and at the end of the month to start the 5th book in the series with some subtraction. 

Week 1: Plane area concept and function correspondence. 

Week 2: quantitative comparison of length and height parameters 

Week 3: comparison of grouped quantities by counting  

Week 4:  building the foundation of counting through comparing crossing off and separation of 

values. 

 

Thematic Studies 

The thematic for this month will be Christmas.  

 

Physical Education 

The kids are having a lot of fun in P.E. class. We always start off with a fun run around the 

playground before our game/activity. I am told Teacher Sam has some great ideas for this month 

and I hope all the kids enjoy his new take on P.E. class. 

 

Outdoor Play 

All the kids are having lots of fun playing outside in our supervised playground with monkey, lion, 

and dinosaur classes. The weather is changing and I am sure everyone knows that it is time to 

break out those winter boots and jackets again! 

I have already told Teacher Kay that I will be sending some pictures to the class of what the winter 

is like in Canada and some of the activities we may do around Christmas in Canada. I am sure the 

class will be excited for their visit from Santa! 

 

The schools Christmas performance this year will be spectacular and I hope everyone enjoys it! I 

will be spending some more time with my family this December and for those of you in Unicorn 

class that celebrates Christmas I wish you a merry one and a happy new year! 

 

Teacher Mat 
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